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UK Commercial Property REIT
A diversified portfolio of high quality real estate, built for the future
Invest now





Recommended all-share combination with Tritax Big Box REIT plc
Following the announcement of a possible offer on 12 February 2024, the Boards of UK Commercial Property REIT Limited (the "Company") and Tritax Big Box REIT plc ("BBOX") are pleased to announce that they have reached agreement on the terms of a recommended all-share combination of the Company and BBOX pursuant to which BBOX will acquire the entire issued and to be issued ordinary share capital of the Company.
Read the announcement in fullOpens in new window
Access documents related to the mergerOpens in new window
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UK Commercial Property REIT


A diversified portfolio of high quality real estate, built for the future
UK Commercial Property REIT Limited (UKCM) is a listed Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT) with a net asset value of £1.25 billion as at 31 December 2023. UKCM is one of the largest diversified REITs in the UK and is a component of the FTSE 250 index made up of the largest 250 companies with a primary listing on the London Stock Exchange. 

 

The objective of the Company is to provide ordinary shareholders with an attractive level of income together with the potential for capital and income growth from investing in a diversified portfolio of UK commercial properties. 

Find out more about UK Commercial Property REIT


Risk warning
The value of investments and the income from them can go down as well as up and you may get back less than the amount invested.
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Access and manage your account through our online portal.

Manage my accountOpens in new window







Key documents

Latest FactsheetOpens in new window
Latest annual reportOpens in new window
Latest interim reportOpens in new window
Latest Kepler Research Note*Opens in new window*This is third-party research. You will leave abrdn UK Commercial Property REIT’s website and enter Kepler’s to view.

View all literatureOpens in new window
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Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG)
ESG considerations integrated throughout
By systematically integrating ESG risks and opportunities into the investment process, we aim to make better-informed investment decisions and benefit from active ownership of assets. 
Our approach
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Property portfolio
A diversified portfolio of high quality real estate, built for the future.
Constructing a portfolio that is diversified across the four main commercial property sectors – industrial, offices, retail and alternatives.
Explore our portfolio
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Our investment approach
How we invest to achieve our goals
Learn how we research and select holdings and how we look to invest to benefit people and planet.
Our investment approach
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Meet the team
Get to know the people behind the trust
Our independent board and portfolio management team provide a wealth of investment experience. 
Meet the team
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News & insights
Keep up-to-date with news, podcasts, webinars and more
Get latest fund manager commentary, company news and all our thinking on markets.
View our news and insights
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Get investing
Like the trust? Here’s how to invest
You can invest through a range of leading third-party platforms.
Find out how to invest



Latest articles
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Video29 min Watch
    
UK Commercial Property REIT: Annual results video
Watch the latest manager update video where the UKCM team announce the annual results for 2023.
19 Feb 2024
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Article4 min Read
    
UK commercial property- the change begins
UK commercial property has been an unforgiving place to invest in recent years, however might things be starting to change? 
24 Nov 2023
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Article20 min Read
    
Chair's Statement - Interim Results
UKCM REIT Chair Peter Pereira Gray provides a statement on the performance of the UKCM trust. In this he comments on the investment decisions as well as discussing key macroeconomic factors and the impact they will have on the future performance.


27 Sept 2023
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Article8 min Read
    
Manager Statement - September 2023
Fund Manager Will Fulton provides an update on the performance of the trust as well as outlining the potential bearing of changing macroeconomic conditions.
27 Sept 2023
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Article6 min Read
    
Commercial property: is the cycle turning?
UKCM managers discuss the three elements that are crucial to the outlook for the commercial property sector: revaluation, investment recovery and a supply squeeze.
13 Sept 2023
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                        Register and keep up to date
                    

                    • Factsheets and product updates
                

                    • Fund manager research and commentary
                

                    • Market insight, long-term thinking and investment solutions
                
First name* 


Surname* 


Email address* 


Investor Type* 
                    Private investor
                

                    Professional investor
                





What kind of updates would you like to receive?* 
                    Updates on UK Commercial Property REIT only
                

                    Updates on all abrdn Investment Trusts
                






I confirm consent to receive future relevant email communications from abrdn as requested above.





Submit
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NMPI Status



The Company currently conducts its affairs so that securities issued by UK Commercial Property REIT Limited can be recommended by financial advisers to ordinary retail investors in accordance with the FCA’s rules in relation to non-mainstream pooled investment products (NMPIs) and intends to continue to do so for the foreseeable future.





The Company's securities are excluded from the FCA's restrictions which apply to non-mainstream investment products because the company would qualify as an investment trust if the company were based in the UK.



Pre-investment Disclosure Document (PIDD)



The Alternative Investment Fund Manager Directive ("AIFMD") requires abrdn Fund Managers Limited, as the alternative investment fund manager of UK Commercial Property REIT, to make available to investors certain information prior to such investors' investment in the Company.





The AIFMD is intended to offer increased protection to investors in investment products that do not fall under the existing European Union regime for regulation of investment products known as "UCITS".



Read the PIDD for UK Commercial Property REIT 



abrdn Investments Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority in the United Kingdom. The information contained in this website does not constitute an offer of, or an invitation to apply for securities in any jurisdiction where such an offer or invitation is unlawful, or in which the person making such an offer is not qualified to do so. abrdn Investments Limited accepts no responsibility for the content of any external web sites.





abrdn Investments Limited: 10 Queens Terrace, Aberdeen, Aberdeenshire, AB10 1XL Company No. SC108419











